These new or revised circulars above are now available from the Copyright Office. Please check the appropriate blocks on the form below and return if you wish to receive any of the circulars. They will not be distributed automatically.

---

**ORDER FORM**


**YES, send me:**

☐ **Circular R22**—How to Investigate the Copyright Status of a Work *(Extensively Revised—March 1980)*

☐ **Circular R32**—Blank Forms and Other Works Not Protected by Copyright *(Revised—March 1981)*

☐ **Circular R45**—Copyright Registration for Motion Pictures Including Video Recordings *(New—March 1981)*

☐ **Circular R73**—Compulsory License for Making and Distributing Phonorecords *(New—March 1981)*

---
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Address
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State

Zip